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I. Recent Alumni Overseers 
 
In order to make the Board of Overseers more representative of and responsive to the entire Harvard 
alumni body, we propose reserving six (6) of the existing thirty (30) elected seats for “Recent Alumni 
Overseers” (RAOs). Greater inclusion of alumni who have recently been students themselves will 
broaden the range of perspectives present during the Board’s discussions, better informing the Board’s 
decision-making processes. 
 
Several peer institutions, including Princeton, MIT, Brown, Cornell, and Duke, already include young 
alumni – or current students – on their Boards of Trustees or equivalents. Our proposal is modeled after 
Princeton University’s Young Alumni Trustee (YAT) program, which affords YATs full voting rights, 
equal term lengths to other Alumni Trustees, and a number of seats equal to the length of their terms in 
years, so that every year there is exactly one (1) new YAT joining the Board and one (1) YAT stepping 
down. While Princeton’s YAT program works well under their Board system, our proposal takes into 
account both the different length in Board terms and the fact that graduate students make up a 
significantly larger proportion of the student population at Harvard than at Princeton. The details of our 
proposal are as follows: 
 
Board Terms 
The terms for the six (6) RAOs will be six (6) years – the same as for all other elected Board members. 
The RAO seats will be perfectly staggered so that exactly one (1) RAO term will expire each year. That 
means exactly one (1) of the five (5) regularly-scheduled Board of Overseers seats that are up for election 
each year will be an RAO seat.  
 
Undergraduate and Graduate Representation 
Of the six (6) RAO seats, exactly three (3) will be reserved for Recent Graduate Overseers (RGOs) who 
have recent degrees from any of Harvard’s graduate schools, and exactly three (3) will be reserved for 
Recent Undergraduate Overseers (RUOs) who have recent college degrees. The three seats whose terms 
expire on even-numbered years will be reserved for RGOs, and the three (3) seats whose terms expire on 
odd-numbered years will be reserved for RUOs. 
 
RAO Elections 
Elections for RAO seats will happen simultaneously with the elections for all other seats on the Board of 
Overseers leading up to Commencement. As previously stated, exactly one of the seats up for election 
will be reserved for an RAO, while the election process for the four other seats will remain unchanged. 
 
RAO Candidates General Criteria 
All RAO candidates must have graduated within the last four (4) academic cycles or be in good academic 
standing and on track to receive their degree on May Commencement at the culmination of their election. 
For the sake of clarity, we consider “academic cycles” to each end the day of May Commencement and 
begin anew the following day. Additionally, all candidates must have already earned or be on track to 
earn a degree that qualifies them for the specific seat (i.e. RUO or RGO) that they are running for. 
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Single RAO Candidacy Limit 
No same person can run for or be elected to an RAO seat more than once, regardless of whether they are 
running for an RGO seat after having run for an RUO seat or vice versa. However, at any time after the 
completion of their term, former RAOs are able to serve on the Board again, provided they are elected to 
a regular Overseer seat. 
 
Dual Eligibility 
A person who meets the criteria for both an RUO and RGO (e.g. an advanced standing student) is free to 
choose whether to run for an RUO seat or an RGO seat. However, they will only be able to run for one 
seat, so if they choose to run for a certain seat one year, they are ineligible to run again for a different seat 
at a later date. 
 
Candidate Selection 

● The candidate selection process for RUO elections shall be a joint venture between the 
Undergraduate Council and the Harvard Alumni Association (HAA) that prioritizes diversity of 
backgrounds and perspectives among RUOs and does not give UC students an unfair advantage. 

● The candidate selection process for RGO elections shall be a joint venture between the Harvard 
Graduate Council and HAA that prioritizes diversity of backgrounds, perspectives, and school 
representation among RGOs and does not give HGC students an unfair advantage. 

● Once RAOs are elected to the Board, they will also participate in the candidate selection process 
in a manner to be determined and agreed upon by the RAOs, HAA, the UC, and the HGC. 

 
Voting Criteria 
Elections for RAOs will be open to the most recent set of the alumni population so that the views and 
perspectives of the most recent students can fully inform the selection process. Therefore, only alumni 
who have graduated within the last four (4) academic cycles from any of Harvard’s schools are eligible to 
vote in RAO elections. All alumni who meet this criterion, regardless of their Harvard school affiliation, 
are eligible to vote in both RUO elections and RGO elections. 
 
Early Termination of an RAO Term 
If an RAO returns to Harvard as an employee or to pursue another degree, they will be forgoing their seat 
on the Board of Overseers. Under those circumstances, or any other circumstances in which an RAO steps 
down from their role on the Board, the next regularly scheduled election will serve to choose their 
replacement for the remainder of their original term.  

 



 

 

II. Yearly Board of Overseers Town Halls 
 

To foster greater visibility, interaction, and understanding between all members of the Board of Overseers 
and Harvard’s current students, the Board shall adopt the practice of hosting at least three (3) Town Halls 
during each academic year for students to engage directly with Overseers. We believe that this new 
avenue for engagement between Overseers and current students of all Harvard schools will make for 
productive discussions on relevant and timely issues that will be beneficial to both the students and the 
members of the Board. 
 
The Town Halls should be carried out as follows: 
 

● At least two (2) Town Halls on the University's Cambridge campus. These Town Halls should be 
held at different locations to ensure that students from all Cambridge and Allston-based Harvard 
schools have at least one (1) Town Hall per year at a location that is convenient relative to their 
respective campuses and able to accommodate all interested students. 

● At least one (1) Town Hall on the Longwood campus focused on Medical, Dental, and Public 
Health students at a location that is convenient and able to accommodate all interested students. 

● All Town Halls should be scheduled to last at least one (1) hour and be publicized well in 
advance so that all students have a reasonable chance of learning about it in a timely manner.  

● All Town Halls should have a minimum number of five (5) Overseers present. 
● All Overseers should make reasonable efforts to attend at least one (1) Town Hall per year. 
● We recommend that these Town Halls occur around the predetermined schedule for Board of 

Overseers meetings for ease of scheduling. 
 
 
III. “State of the Unions” Presentations at Board of Overseers Meetings 

 
In addition to hosting at least three (3) yearly Town Halls, the Board of Overseers shall invite the Harvard 
Graduate Council and Undergraduate Council Presidents and Vice Presidents to present on current 
campus affairs once a semester at their Board meetings. This partnership will better assist the Board in 
learning about and understanding the issues facing the student body. 
 
As representatives elected by current students to interface with the administration and advocate on their 
behalf, the UC and HGC Presidents are uniquely positioned to communicate the student perspective on 
important issues. Historically, the HGC and UC Presidents have met once a semester with the President of 
the University for half an hour. While we believe these meetings are important and should remain in 
practice, we recognize that the governance of the University does not rest solely upon the University 
President. Inviting the student body Presidents to directly and regularly speak to the Board will ensure 
that current undergraduate and graduate student voices are more closely connected to Harvard’s 
governance at large. 
 
 

 


